Abstract. The use of (generalized) tree structure in graphs is one of the main topics in the field of efficient graph algorithms. The well-known partial k-tree (resp. treewidth) approach belongs to this kind of research and bases on a tree structure of constant-size bounded maximal cliques. Without size bound on the cliques this tree structure of maximal cliques characterizes chordal graphs which are known to be important also in connection with relational database schemes where hypergraphs with tree structure (acyclic hypergraphs) and their elimination orderings (perfect elimination orderings for chordal graphs, Graham-reduction for acyclic hypergraphs) are studied. We consider here graphs with a tree structure which is dual (in the sense of hypergraphs) to that one of chordal graphs (therefore we call these graphs dually chordal). The corresponding vertex elimination orderings of these graphs are the maximum neighbourhood orderings. These orderings were studied recently in several papers and some of the algorithmic consequences of such orderings were given.
Introduction
The fundamental importance of tree structure for the design of efficient graph algorithms is well-known. Chordal and strongly chordal graphs are good examples for generalizations of trees which have many algorithmic implications. They are characterized by properties of their clique hypergraphs. *** Second and third author supported by the VW-Stiftung Project No. 1/69041 e-mail addresses: ab@marvin.uni-duisburg.de, chepoi@university.moldova.su, dragan@university.moldova.su
Here we investigate the algorithmic use of another generalization of trees (including strongly chordal graphs) namely dually chordal graphs which are especially useful for domination-like problems (including Steiner tree) and distance problems. They are also characterized by tree properties of corresponding hypergraphs. Hereby our central notion is that of a hypertree:
A hypergraph $ is a hypertree iff there is a tree T with the same vertex set such that the hyperedges of $ induce subtrees in T. Now to some further notions. Let G = (V, E) be a finite connected simple (i.e. The graph G is dually chordal ([14] -called HT-graphs there, cf.
[3] for a systematic investigation collecting many characterizations) iff G has a maximum neighbourhood ordering.
The graph G is doubly chordal ([23] ) iff G has a doubly perfect ordering.
There is a close connection between chordal and dually chordal graphs which can be expressed in terms of hypergraphs (for hypergraph notions we follow [2]).
Let A/'(G) = {N [v] : v E V} be the (closed) neighbourhood hypergraph of a and let g(G) = {C : C is a maximal clique of G} be the clique hypergraph of G. The distance d (u, v) between vertices u, v C V is the length (i.e. number of edges) of a shortest path connecting u and v. The disk centered at vertex v with radius k is the set of all vertices having distance at most k to v:
Nk[v] = {u e V: d(v,u) < k}.
By T~(G) -----{Nk [v] : v e V, k a non-negative integer} we denote the disk hypergraph of the graph G. Now let $ be a hypergraph with underlying vertex set V i.e. s is a set of subsets of V. The dual hypergraph 8" has $ as its vertex set and for every
